In this paper we introduce a procedure, based on the Max-Min clustering method, that identi es a xed order of training pattern presentation for Fuzzy ARTMAP. This procedure is referred to as the Ordering Algorithm, and the combination of this procedure with Fuzzy ARTMAP is referred to as Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP. Experimental results demonstrate that Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP exhibits a generalization performance that is better than the average generalization performance of Fuzzy ARTMAP, and in certain cases as good as, or better than the best Fuzzy ARTMAP generalization performance. We also calculate the number of operations required by the Ordering Algorithm and compare it to the number of operations required by the training phase of Fuzzy ARTMAP. We show that, under mild assumptions, the number of operations required by the Ordering Algorithm is a fraction of the number of operations required by Fuzzy ARTMAP.
that this is essentially a guessing exercise. In this paper, we preprocess tha training data by applying a systematic procedure (based on the Max-Min clustering algorithm 5]), which identi es a xed order of pattern presentation.
We refer to this procedure as the Ordering Algorithm. When the training input patterns are presented to Fuzzy ARTMAP according to this xed order we end up with a trained Fuzzy ARTMAP whose generalization performance is better than the average generalization performance of Fuzzy ARTMAP, and in certain cases as good as, or better than the best network generalization performance. In the former case we consider the average of a xed number of experiments corresponding to random orders of training pattern presentations, and in the latter case we consider the best of a xed number of experiments corresponding to random orders of training pattern presentations. For simplicity, we refer to Fuzzy ARTMAP trained with the xed order of input pattern presentations as Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP. Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP has the following desirable properties:
1. It achieves good generalization performance without requiring parameter tuning;
2. The sizes of the networks that Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP creates are comparable to the sizes of the networks that Fuzzy ARTMAP creates when trained using a random order of pattern presentation; 3. Under mild conditions, the computational overhead imposed by the Ordering Algorithm is small compared to the computations required to perform the training phase of Fuzzy ARTMAP for a single random order of pattern presentation.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we brie y discuss the Fuzzy ARTMAP architecture, including the form of its inputs, training phase, performance phase, and functionality. In Section 3, we introduce the Ordering Algorithm. In Section 4, we illustrate with simple examples the e ect of the Ordering Algorithm on the categories created by Fuzzy ARTMAP, and we explain the motivation for choosing this Ordering Algorithm. In Section 5, we experimentally demonstrate the superiority of Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP's generalization performance compared to the average Fuzzy ARTMAP generalization performance, and in certain cases compared to the best Fuzzy ARTMAP generalization performance. Also, in Section 5 we discuss the computational complexity of the Ordering Algorithm and compare it to the computational complexity of the training phase of Fuzzy ARTMAP. Finally, in Section 5 we compare the generalization performance of the Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP and other classi cation techniques that have appeared in the literature. Section 6 provides a summary of the paper and o ers some concluding remarks. (2) Fuzzy ARTMAP operates in two distinct phases: the training phase and the performance phase. As mentioned earlier, in this paper we are interested in the o -line operation of Fuzzy ARTMAP in classi cation tasks, where many inputs are mapped to a single, distinct output. The o -line training phase of Fuzzy ARTMAP works as follows: Given a list of training input/output pairs, such as fI 1 ; O 1 g, : : : fI r ; O r g, : : : fI PT ; O PT g, we want to train Fuzzy ARTMAP to map every input pattern of the training list to its corresponding output pattern. In order to achieve the aforementioned goal, we present the training list repeatedly to the Fuzzy ARTMAP architecture. That is we present I 1 to ART a and O 1 to ART b , then I 2 to ART a and O 2 to ART b , : : :, and nally I PT to ART a and O PT to ART b . This corresponds to one list presentation. The training list is presented as many times as it is necessary for Fuzzy ARTMAP to correctly classify all the input patterns. The classi cation task is considered accomplished (i.e., learning is complete) when the weights do not change during a list presentation. The performance phase occurs when the trained Fuzzy ARTMAP network is used to classify a list of test input patterns.
Two of the most important network parameters of the Fuzzy ARTMAP architecture are the choice parameter and the vigilance parameter in the ART a module. For all of the experiments in this paper the values of these parameters are chosen to be zero (actually the choice parameter is a very small positive constant), because our objective is to focus on algorithms that do not require tuning of parameters. As mentioned previously, this choice of the network parameters leads to Fuzzy ARTMAP network architectures of minimum size. The functionality of Fuzzy ARTMAP is better illustrated by referring to the geometrical interpretation of the weights in ART a . As initially discussed in 6] and further elaborated in 7], every weight vector in ART a de nes a hyperrectangle (hyperbox) in the input pattern space that includes all patterns that chose this weight vector as their representative during the training process. In Figure 2 , we show the hyperrectangle that the weight vector w a j (i.e., the weight vector corresponding to node j in F a 2 ) de nes. Note that patterns I 1 = (a 1 ; (a 1 ) c ), I 2 = (a 2 ; (a 2 ) c ), I 3 = (a 3 ; (a 3 ) c ), I 4 = (a 4 ; (a 4 ) c ), and I 5 = (a 5 ; (a 5 ) c ) were coded by w a j = (u a j ; (v a j ) c ), where u a j and v a j correspond to the endpoints of the hyperrectangle that w a j de nes. In Figure 2 , hyperrectangles are actually rectangles since the input patterns I are 4-dimensional, and their components (the a's) are 2-dimensional. After the training of Fuzzy ARTMAP is completed, the weight vectors of committed nodes in ART a represent clusters of input patterns (hyperboxes) that are mapped to the same output pattern.
The Ordering Algorithm
The purpose of the Ordering Algorithm of Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP is to identify the order in which patterns should be presented during the training phase of Fuzzy ARTMAP. This task is accomplished by following a systematic procedure that consists of three stages. Before we discuss these stages let us rst de ne the parameters n clust , PT, and the set S T that appear in the algorithm's description. In this paper, the parameter n clust is taken to be either equal to the number of distinct classes or equal to one more than the number of distinct classes associated with the pattern classi cation task. The parameter PT stands for the number of input/output pairs in the training list.
Finally, S T is the set of all training input patterns prior to the application of the Ordering Algorithm S T . In Stage 1, we choose the rst pattern to be presented. This pattern corresponds to the rst cluster center of the training input patterns. In Stage 2, we choose the next (n clust ? 1) patterns to be presented. These patterns correspond to the next (n clust ? 1) cluster centers of the training input patterns, and are identi ed using the Max-Min clustering algorithm 5]. In Stage 3, we choose the remaining (P T ?n clust ) patterns to be presented. These patterns are chosen according to the minimum Euclidean distance criterion from the n clust cluster centers de ned in Stages 1 and 2.
Below, we describe in more detail each of these stages. The pattern from the training set that maximizes the above sum is the rst pattern presented to Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP, and the rst cluster center used in Stage 2. The training pattern that maximizes the above sum is removed from the training set S T . To understand how the rst pattern is produced in the rst stage of the Ordering Algorithm we present a simple example in Appendix 1. The following two stages of the ordering procedure involve calculation of Euclidean distances among patterns in the training set. In the calculation of these distances only the rst M a components of the input patterns are used (i.e., the a portion of the I vector). To avoid switching back and forth between the a and I notation, we refer to these distances as the distances among the I's. Repeat the above step for all cluster centers k, such that 1 k r. 2. Calculate the Euclidean distance of every pattern I in the set S T to the n clust cluster centers.
3. Find the minimum of these distances. Assume that it corresponds to input pattern I. This pattern is the next in sequence input pattern to be presented in the training phase of Fuzzy ARTMAP. Eliminate I from the set S T , set I r+1 O = I, and increment r. 
Examples { Motivation
In order to better understand the di erences between a random order of training pattern presentation and the proposed xed order of training pattern presentation, we present some illustrative examples. Once the examples are presented it will be easier to explain the motivation for our work. In Example 1 (see Figure 3 The major motivation for our work was the design of a Fuzzy ARTMAP algorithm that is independent of the tuning of parameters, and achieves good generalization by avoiding excessive experimentation. The dependence of Fuzzy ARTMAP on the choice parameter and the vigilance parameter is an inherent characteristic of the algorithm.
Choosing these parameters equal to zero frees the experimenter from the tedious task of optimizing the network performance with respect to these two parameters. With the choice parameter and the vigilance parameter chosen equal to zero, one ends up with a Fuzzy ARTMAP algorithm that exhibits a signi cant variation in generalization performance for di erent orders of training pattern presentations. Furthermore, it is not an easy task to guess which one of the exceedingly large number of orders of pattern presentations exhibits the best generalization. Our assumption was that orders of pattern presentation that create unnecessarily large rectangles (e.g., rectangle R 1 of Example 1 for Fuzzy ARTMAP), that force assumptions about the data where training data do not exist (e.g., region 0:5; 1] for Fuzzy ARTMAP in Example 1), give credibility to possible outlier data (e.g., datum \1" in Example 1 for Fuzzy ARTMAP), and include in their regions data that belong to more than one class (e.g., Examples 1 and 2), would not lead to good generalization performance. So, the idea was to address this problem by spreading out enough initial clusters at locations where data exist (e.g., clusters 1 and 2 in Examples 1 and 2), and then present the rest of the training data in order of closest distance to these initial clusters. The examples presented above justi ed the validity of our approach.
Experimental Results { Comparisons
In the following sections, we describe the databases used to compare Fuzzy ARTMAP and Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP, de ne performance measures, and compare the two algorithms by conducting appropriate experiments. respectively. More detailed descriptions of each one of these databases can be found in the references.
Databases

Measures of Performance
One of the performance measures used to compare Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP and Fuzzy ARTMAP is generalization.
The generalization performance of a network is de ned as the percentage of patterns in the test set that are correctly classi ed by a trained network. Since the performance of Fuzzy ARTMAP depends on the order of pattern presentation in the training set, ten di erent random orders of pattern presentation were investigated, and performance measures such as the average generalization performance, the worst generalization performance, the best generalization performance, and the standard deviation of the generalization performance were produced for Fuzzy ARTMAP.
Other measures of comparison of Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP and Fuzzy ARTMAP are the sizes of the networks that these two algorithms create, and the numbers of operations required by Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP as compared to the number of operations required by Fuzzy ARTMAP.
Comparisons of Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP and Fuzzy ARTMAP
The only weak link in the procedure that nds an ordered sequence of training patterns for Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP is that the number of clusters parameter (n clust ) must be speci ed in Stage 2. Our experimental results have shown that a good rule of thumb for choosing the number of clusters n clust , is the number of classes or one more than the number of classes in the data set. This rule of thumb tends to produce an Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP with the best generalization performance.
In Table 1 In Table 2 is approximately equal to n 2 clust , while the constant of proportionality in Fuzzy ARTMAP is approximately equal to P E e=1 n e , where n e is the average number of categories in F a 2 during the e-th epoch of training, and E is the average number of epochs needed by Fuzzy ARTMAP to learn the required task. As can be seen in Table 2 , there are databases (e.g., Diabetes, Bupa, Balance, Cars), where the constant n 2 clust could be a small fraction of P E e=1 n e , and as a result the operations required by Ordered Fuzzy ARTMAP could be a small fraction of the operations required by the training phase of Fuzzy ARTMAP. It is worth pointing out that we have repeated the experiments with the above databases for three di erent collections of training/test sets beyond the ones for which results were reported in Tables 1 and 2 above. The numerical results obtained with these new training/test data sets were slightly di erent than the ones shown in Tables 1 and 2 Wine. The data were split (as is the the case in this paper) into a training set and a test set (2/3 and 1/3 of the whole dataset, respectively). The reported results correspond to the best set of parameters for each one of the Simpson's algorithm was allowed to experiment with parameters in order to optimize generalization performance.
The objective in this paper was to propose an Ordering Algorithm that leads to a Fuzzy ARTMAP network with good generalization performance (at least for most databases) without having to resort to excessive experimentation to tune the network's parameters. We believe that our experimental results, and the above comparisons with other techniques support the validity of our approach.
6 Review { Conclusions The application of equation (4) 
Appendix 3
The major operations involved in the computations associated with the Ordering Algorithm are: addition, subtraction, multiplication, absolute value, and comparison. We assume these operations are equally expensive. This is in fact a reasonable assumption for CISC (complex instruction set) computers. The operations required by the Ordering Algorithm will be separated into two categories: Operations that are required to calculate the necessary distances, and operations required to nd the minimum or maximum of these distances.
Operations for the Ordering Algorithm required to calculate distances Stage 2: For the second cluster center we need 3M a (P T ? 1) calculations to compute the distances of (P T ? 1) training input patterns from the rst cluster center. The per pattern operations are 3M a because in order to compute the Euclidean distance of two patterns of dimensionality M a we need M a subtractions, M a multiplications and M a additions. For the third cluster center we need 3M a 2(P T ? 2) calculations to compute the distances of (P T ? 2) training input patterns from cluster centers 1 and 2. Eventually, for the n clust cluster centers we need 3M a (n clust ? 1)(P T + 1 ? n clust ) operations to compute the distances of (P T + 1 ? n clust ) training input patterns from (n clust ? 1) cluster centers. Hence, overall we need 3M a (P T ? 1) + 2(P T ? 2) + + (n clust ? 1)(P T + 1 ? n clust )] (7) operations to calculate the necessary distances in Stage 2 of the Ordering Algorithm.
Stage 3: To calculate the distances of (P T ? n clust ) training input patterns from n clust cluster centers we need 3M a n clust (P T ?n clust ) operations. Combining the distance-related operations for Stages 1, 2, and 3 of the Ordering
Algorithm we see that we need 3M a PT + (P T ? 1) + 2(P T ? 2) + + n clust (P T ? n clust )] Stage 2: For the second cluster center we need (P T ?2) operations to nd the minimum of (P T ?1) distances. For the third cluster center we need 2(P T ?3) operations (comparisons) to nd the minimum of (P T ?2) distances from cluster center 1 and the minimum of (P T ?2) distances from cluster center 2. Then, we need one operation to nd the maximum of these two minimum distances. Eventually for the n clust -th cluster center we need (n clust ?1)(PT ?n clust ) to nd the minimum of (P T + 1 ?n clust ) distances from cluster center 1, the minimum of (P T + 1 ?n clust ) distances from cluster center 2, and eventually the minimum of (P T +1?n clust ) distances from cluster center n clust ?1. Then, we need (n clust ?2) operations to nd the maximum of these (n clust ?1) minimum distances. Hence, overall we need PT n clust (13) operations. Then, we need to sort these (P T ? n clust ) minimum distances. We know that these distances range in the interval 0; M a ]. We rst make these distances integers by multiplying each one of them by an appropriate integer N (e.g., N = 10). This puts the distances in the range 0; M a N]. Subsequently we sort these integers using radix sorting ( 18] ). This procedure consists of the following steps.
1. Initialize M a N empty queues, one for each integer in the range 1 to M a N. 3. Concatenate the queues with nonzero contents to obtain the sorted sequence.
Multiplying the (P T ? n clust ) distances by N requires (P T ? n clust ) operations. We assume that it takes one operation to insert an element into the i-th queue. So to place (P T ? n clust ) elements we need (P T ? n clust ) operations. Concatenating the NM a queues requires NM a operations. Hence, for the sorting in Stage 3, we need 2(P T ? n clust ) + M a N (14) operations, or approximately (for n clust << PT) 2P T + M a N (15) operations. Combining the max-min, and sorting related operations for Stages 1, 2, and 3 of the Ordering Algorithm we see that we need PT n clust (n clust ? 1)=2] + PT n clust + 2P T + M a N = PT n clust (n clust + 1)=2 + 2 + M a N=PT] (16) operations. The major operations involved in the computations associated with the training phase of Fuzzy ARTMAP are: addition, minimum operation, division, and comparisons. We assume that all these operations have the same cost. For the training phase of Fuzzy ARTMAP we can also break down the required operations into distance related operations (which correspond to calculations of the bottom-up inputs to all committed nodes, plus one uncommitted node, in F a we have to consider the operations required to calculate weight changes as well; for simplicity of presentation we lump these weight-change related operations with the distance related equations.
Distance related operations for Fuzzy ARTMAP Let us assume that the average number of nodes for which bottom-up inputs need to be computed in epoch 1 of Fuzzy ARTMAP training is equal to n 1 . Recall that the bottom-up input to node j in F a 2 of Fuzzy ARTMAP is given by T a j = jI^w j j a + jw j j (17) where^denotes the minimum operator applied to two vectors. The minimum operator applied on two vectors x and y is a vector z with components the minimum of the corresponding components of x and y. Also the notation jxj stands for the size of a vector x, and the size of a vector is de ned to be the sum of its components. Hence, the calculation of a single bottom-up input requires 2M a minimum operations, and 4M a addition operations (for simplicity we are omitting the single division operation). Since we have assumed an average of n 1 nodes in F a 2 in the rst epoch of training, we need, on the average, 6M a n 1 PT (18) operations for the calculation of the bottom-up inputs only. For the change of the weights during every pattern presentation we need 2M a operations. Hence, the total number of operations for weight changes during an epoch is equal to 2M a PT. Thus for the rst epoch average number of operations needed by Fuzzy ARTMAP equals 3M a PT(2n 1 + 2=3) (19) Assume that the average number of epochs required by Fuzzy ARTMAP to converge is E. For epochs beyond epoch 1, similar formulas are valid for the number of operations required but the average number of categories in F a 2 changes to n 2 for epoch 2, n 3 for epoch 3, and eventually n E for epoch E. Note that n E n 3 n 2 n 1 .
Hence, the total average number of operations needed for distance related and weight changes calculations, until
Fuzzy ARTMAP converges, is equal to
Operations in Fuzzy ARTMAP related to calculating maximum of distances
In the rst epoch of training in Fuzzy ARTMAP we need to nd the maximum of n 1 distances (the T's) for every pattern presentation. Hence, the average number of operations required to nd these maximum distances in the rst epoch of training is equal to PT(n 1 ? 1)
Similarly we can nd the number of operations required to obtain the maximum of n 2 distances (P T times) in epoch 2, the maximum of n 3 distances (P T times) in epoch 3, and eventually the maximum of n E distances (P T times) 
Note that in equations (21) through (24) 
Assuming that M a N=PT = O(1), we see from the above equations that the number of operations required by the Ordering Algorithm and the average number of operations required by Fuzzy ARTMAP are O(PT). As a result, a more accurate comparison between these two algorithms should rely on the actual values of n 2 clust and P E e=1 n e (see main text, second paragraph of Section 5.3, for more details). 
